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Executive Summary 

Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) is responsible for facilitating health and safety compliance at all 
Ohio State campuses, extension offices, hospital complexes and outpatient care centers throughout Ohio. 
We assist the university community in providing and maintaining a safe and healthy	work environment 
and protect the local community and environment from potential hazards. EHS staff act as liaisons to 
over 80 regulatory agencies helping to facilitate compliance to more than 350 health, safety, and 
environmental regulations. 
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By the Numbers 
EHS Funding Percentages 

Staff and Budget 

$3,498,134 39 FTE 4 FTE 
Annual Budget  (FY23) EHS Staff (Clean Harbors) 

Contracted Staff 

General Funds
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University Hospital 
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Office of Research
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Office of Student Life
0.1%
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140 non-medical x-ray inspections 

124 indoor air quality investigations 

75 State Fire Marshal inspections for Wexner 
Medical Center projects  

65+ Good Catch reports through new proactive 
reporting program launched in 2021. 

63 facilities shop safety inspections 

50 ambulatory fire drills  

43 workstation ergonomic evaluations 

40 hazardous building material assessment 
surveys 

40 stormwater outfall inspections (Columbus, 
Newark, Lima) 

30 hazardous material incident responses 

Key 2021 Accomplishments 
16,333 hazardous waste service requests 
completed (new record) 

733,672 pounds of hazardous waste cleared 
(30% increase from 2015) 

12,000 contractors completing Medical Center 
Safety team orientation 

10,000+ fit testing for OSU/WMC staff (60% 
increase) 

756 research, chemical and biological safety 
inspections in 2,438 laboratory spaces 

514 radiopharmaceutical therapy patients 
receiving support 

391 radiation safety inspections 

362 laser inspections 

258 radioactive material requisitions 

250 radioactive materials containing packages 
delivered 

Key Challenges 

Challenging regulatory environment: EHS continues to maintain positive engagement with regulators, 
given shifting regulatory priorities and competition among regulators. An increase in industry 
partnerships and research complexity creates new regulatory challenges, however, which will 
increasingly strain EHS capabilities.

Managing new and on-going regulatory requirements in environmental compliance:  EHS manages 
the new and on-going environmental regulatory requirements that come with new land acquisitions 
and construction projects.

Respiratory protection program growth: Recommend adding two FTE and one student employee to 
bring the medical center program in-house for a significant long-term cost savings. In addition, due to 
increased demand following the COVID-19 pandemic, a contractor will need to assist EHS staff with fit 
testing for academic campus employees now required to wear a respirator. 

Supply chain: Issues have made it difficult to obtain certain packaging material and containers required 
to manage our hazardous waste streams and costs have increased for available supplies.  

Funding model: May not account for campus growth, increasing complexity of research, or the ability 
to attract and retain key staff.   

 




